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Metallic state in disordered quasi-one-dimensional conductors
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The metallic state in conjugated polymers and single-walled carbon nanotubes is studied by dielectric
spectroscopy~8–600 GHz!. We have found an intriguing correlation between scattering time (t) and plasma
frequency (vp):t}vp

21.3. This relation conflicts with the usually applied models that only consider disorder.
Based on the observed parallels with doped semiconductors, we argue that the interchain couplingt' plays a
role comparable to the doping level and that the unusual free-carrier dynamics in the metallic state can be
explained when including the role oft' in the conventional models.
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The metal-insulator transition~MIT ! in disordered quasi-
one-dimensional~1D! conducting polymers and single
walled carbon nanotubes is generally accepted to
disorder-driven, but its exact nature is under severe deb
Many authors claim the presence of a ‘‘heterogeneous’’ s
in which the relevant disorder length scale is large compa
to the electronic correlation length. In this case, the M
corresponds to a percolation transition of metallic islan
embedded in an amorphous matrix.1–3 Other studies sugges
that the MIT is of the Anderson type with ‘‘homogeneous
disorder occurring on length scales equal or less than
electronic correlation length.4,5 Then, extended and localize
states are separated in energy by the mobility edge, and
MIT occurs when the Fermi level crosses this mobility ed

We have studied charge transport in polyaniline, po
pyrrole, and single-walled carbon nanotubes by me
of dielectric spectroscopy in the range 8–600 GHz (0
220 cm21,0.03322.5 meV).6 This technique covers bot
the microwave and far-infrared regime, and does not rely
Kramers-Kronig analyses.6 Compared to conventional me
als, the plasma frequencies (vp) are very low and the scat
tering times (t) anomalously long. We point out an intrigu
ing correlation betweenvp andt, which shows that disorde
alone, ‘‘heterogeneous’’ or ‘‘homogeneous,’’ is insufficie
to explain the unusual carrier dynamics. Uncompensa
doped semiconductors reveal similar unusual carrier dyn
ics, and we conjecture that in the disordered quasi-1D c
ductors the interchain coupling plays a role analogous
doping level in electronic systems where disorder and
electronic correlations lead to carrier localization.

Preparation details of the materials studied are gi
elsewhere.4,7,8 The temperature-dependent dc conductivity
shown in Fig. 1. Both single-walled carbon nanotubes a
polypyrrole have a finite dc conductivity down to the lowe
temperatures, indicating a metallic state. The dc conducti
of polyaniline vanishes when cooling, characteristic of
insulating phase. Clearly, all samples are on the boundar
the MIT.
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Figure 2 presents the results of the dielectric experime
For all samples, at low frequency the dielectric constant« is
negative. Such behavior is expected for delocalized-car
transport, and agrees with the results of Kohlman a
co-workers.1 The conductivitys reveals only a weak fre-
quency dependence. For conventional metals, the freque
(v52p f ) dependence of the complex conductivity,s*
5s1 iv«0« («0 vacuum permittivity!, is well explained in
terms of the Drude free-electron model:

s* ~v!5
«0vp

2t

11 ivt
~1!

with t being the scattering time and

vp5Ane2/~«0m* ! ~2!

the unscreened plasma frequency,n is the free-carrier den-
sity, e is the electronic charge, andm* is the effective mass
According to Eq.~1!, for vt,1, « is negative ands is

FIG. 1. Temperature-dependent dc conductivity of three dis
dered quasi-1D systems. All samples are close to the MIT. Be
10 K the dc conductivities of polypyrrole and single-walled carb
nanotubes are almost temperature independent implying a non
conductivity at zero Kelvin as expected for a metal. The dc cond
tivity of polyaniline vanishes when cooling, indicating that th
sample is on the insulating side of the MIT.
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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FIG. 2. Room-temperature di
electric function ~left! and con-
ductivity ~right! as a function of
frequency for polypyrrole, polya-
niline, and single-walled carbon
nanotubes, respectively. In view
of the logarithmic scale, the value
of sdc is plotted at f 56 GHz.
The drawn lines are fits to the dat
using the Drude equation with a
extra ~frequency independent!
background conductivity and di
electric constant. The dielectric
data are dominated by the free
carrier response. However, th
free-carrier contribution to the
conductivity ~dashed lines! is less
than 50%.
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frequency independent. Forvt.1, s drops to zero, while«
increases and eventually becomes positive abovevp . For
normal metalsvp;1210 eV, andt;10214 s.9 However,
contrary to Eq.~1!, s of the materials studied here does n
drop to zero but reaches a ‘‘plateau’’ at high frequency,
dicating an additional absorption mechanism. By incorpo
ing a frequency-independent background conductivitysb
and dielectric constant«b in Eq. ~1!, the data can be exce
lently reproduced, see the solid lines in Fig. 2. From the
we find for, respectively, polypyrrole, polyaniline, an
single-walled carbon nanotubes:vp (meV)57.360.5, 6
61 and 2267; t(ps)5360.5, 561 and 361.5; «b518
61, 70610 and 06500; sb (S/cm)5190610, 160610,
and 370650. The free-carrier response of polyaniline sho
that, for a sample just on the insulating side of the M
extended states become thermally occupied at fi
temperature.10

Figure 3 displays the room-temperature Drude parame
of disordered quasi-1D conductors studied here, and also
cludes values ofvp and t reported by Kohlman and
coworkers.1 For comparison, Drude parameters of conve
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tional metals,9 intrachain conduction in crystalline 1D
conductors,11,12 graphite,13 and uncompensated dope
semiconductors14–16 are included as well. The conductin
polymers, represented by the black dots, reveal a remark
empirical correlationt}vp

21.3. Comparable trends are ob
served for the doped semiconductors. The open symbols
respond to the ‘‘second’’ plasma frequency observed in c
ducting polymers,1,5 and single-walled carbon nanotubes17

The Drude parameters of conducting polymers and sin
walled carbon nanotubes are very unlike those of conv
tional metals and crystalline 1D conductors.

The unusual carrier dynamics in conducting polymers
been argued to indicate a ‘‘heterogeneous’’ metallic state.1 In
this model, upon decreasing disorder, the fraction of meta
regions increases and this should increase the low-en
vp .1 However, the intrinsic conductive properties of metal
islands are not expected to depend on the concentratio
such islands. For instance, in a bulk metal« is zero at the
plasma frequency. Based on effective-medium calculatio
Stroud18,19 showed that the zero in« at v5vp persists in a
metal-insulator-composite for metal fractions above the p
3-2
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colation threshold, hence the plasma frequencies in the
and composite are the same. This is a natural consequen
the fact thatvp only depends on the carrier density inside t
percolating metallic path, and not on the free-carrier den
in the total volume of the composite material. Indeed, rec
experiments on thin heterogeneous Pb films demonstr
the presence of only a singlevp , which is independent o
the fraction of Pb and almost equal to the plasma freque
of bulk lead.20 In contrast, the low-energy plasma frequen
in conducting polymers shows an increase of almost
orders of magnitude, see Fig. 3, at variance with the beha
expected for a percolating metallic network. Also, in term
of the heterogeneous model, Fig. 3 would imply that an
crease of the fraction of metallic islands enhances the ca
scattering, which seems unlikely.

Alternatively, it has been proposed that conducting po
mers should be viewed as conventional ‘‘homogeneous
disordered metals for which the Anderson theory applies4,5

The low vp would imply that only a fraction of carriers
occupy states above the mobility edge. However, the
served anomalously longt ’s in disordered quasi-1D system
do not support the presence of a strongly disordered m
Moreover, a decrease oft with increasingvp , apparently
reflecting decreasing disorder, seems physically imposs
Hence, we conclude that both the ‘‘homogeneous’’ a
‘‘heterogeneous’’ disorder models, which are commonly a
plied to describe the MIT in these systems, are unable
explain the empirical correlation betweenvp andt.

Figure 3 demonstrates that apart from conducting po
mers, the Drude parameters of uncompensated doped s

FIG. 3. Room-temperature values of the Drude parameterst and
vp describing the metallic state in doped conjugated polymers
single-walled carbon nanotubes. For comparison the typical va
of conventional metals, crystalline 1D conductors, graphite,
several doped semiconductors are indicated. In our view, the cl
symbols correspond to the free-carrier response of 3D exten
states, while the open symbols can be attributed to on-chain~1D!
motion of charge carriers. The empirical correlationt}vp

21.3 for
the conducting polymers, seems to extrapolate to parameter ra
of conventional conductors.
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conductors follow similar relations. This surprising resu
can provide an alternative viewpoint on the apparently
usual delocalized carrier transport in disordered quasi
systems as discussed below. In heavily doped semicon
tors, atT5300 K all doped carriers participate in the del
calized transport; the increase ofvp simply results from an
increase of doping level. Since typicallyndoped;1023

21025 m23,14–16 the low vp’s reflect the low band-filling.
In the optimally doped conducting polymers studied here,
doping level is not varied and therefore a different mec
nism must lead to the two orders of magnitude change
vp . For these systems,ndoped;1027 m23, the band-filling is
high and one expectsvp;1 eV. However, the observe
plasma frequencies are orders of magnitude lower, wh
implies that only a fraction of the carriers are delocalize
n!ndoped. Indeed, in truly 1D systems both disorder a
electronic correlation lead to strongly localized carriers a
the metallic state is suppressed. Clearly, to obtain exten
states, interchain charge transfer is a prerequisite. This i
essential condition, regardless of the morphology being h
erogeneous or homogeneous, for the formation of the me
lic state. The competition between the energy scaleeL asso-
ciated with the dominant localization mechanism~for
instance disorder or interactions21! and the interchain charge
transfer intergralt' governs the density of such delocalize
states. As is schematically depicted in Fig. 4, even ifndoped
remains constant,n ~and hencevp) will increase whent' /eL
increases: the parametert' /eL plays a role comparable to
doping level. In order to achieve a truly metallic state, bo
ndoped and t' /eL must be high enough to haveEF in the
region of delocalized states, which explains why the meta
state only occurs in highly doped polymers.

The correlation betweenvp andt demonstrated in Fig. 3
suggests that the anomalous values of these parameters

d
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d
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FIG. 4. Schematic drawing of the density of states~DOS! in
disordered quasi-1D conductors as a function oft' ~interchain over-
lap! and eL ~energy scale of localization mechanism!. Localized
states are indicated in gray, extended states are indicated in w
At constant doping level, when increasing the ratiot' /eL extended
states are formed at the expense of localized states, which giv
larger free-carrier densityn and consequently a largervp . The
metallic state only occurs whenEF lies in the region of extended
states, which requires a high doping level together with la
enough ratiot' /eL .
3-3
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to a common mechanism. In general, the carrier’s scatte
probability is amongst other factors proportional to the d
sity of final states it can reach: if there are no states availa
it cannot scatter. Therefore, the anomalously longt ’s in con-
ducting polymers and carbon nanotubes also could sim
reflect the low density of delocalized states. This natura
explains the interrelation betweenvp and t: when the den-
sity of delocalized states increases a largern and therefore
largervp results; at the same time the enhanced probab
for scattering will reducet.

To quantify the above discussion, we use Eq.~2! and take
as a typical density of statesg;1 state/(eV ring)1 and vp
;30 meV. As an estimate ofn we consider a weakly me
tallic sample for whichEF2Ec,kBT, so n'kBTg, giving
n;1025 m23 andm* ;15me (me electronic mass!. Alterna-
tively, when using a free-electron approximation, we findn
;102421025 m23 and m* ;10me . As expected, n
!ndoped. The highm* agrees with a low interchain overlap
which gives narrow electronic bands and hence he
masses. From the derivedm* andn we estimateEF2Ec to
be only a few meV. SincekBT@EF2Ec the delocalized car-
riers obey classical statistics. In this case the average velo

v̄'AkBT/m* '23104 m/s. Since t;0.5 ps for vp;30
meV, we find a mean free pathl;10 nm.

In both single-walled carbon nanotubes and conduc
polymers a second plasma frequency has been repo
around 1 eV, witht;10215 s.1,5,17 These values match th
on-chain parameters in crystalline 1D conductors, and co
reflect the motion of the majority of carriers which are n
3D delocalized but confined to 1D chains. Indeed, this c
roborates our suggestion that coherent interchain motio
carriers only occurs for the small fraction of carriers go
erned byt' , see Fig. 4. Leeet al. calculated that the 1D
o,
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localized carriers contribute 50270% to the total dc
conductivity,5 in agreement withsb in the fits of the GHz
response~Fig. 2!.

Finally, we address the role of disorder. It is well esta
lished that the formation of a metallic state in conducti
polymers requires careful preparation in order to minim
structural disorder. In the model proposed here the role
structural~dis!order can be naturally explained. Independe
of the nature of disorder~homogeneous or heterogeneous!, a
decrease of the structural disorder merely reflects that loc
polymer chains are better packed. This will favor intercha
interactions and, at the same time, reduce the strength o
random potential experienced by the charge carriers. B
effects enhance the metallic state. Whether or not this me
lic state is heterogeneous, depends on the detailed morp
ogy of the polymer, but it is clear that a full understanding
the conductive properties of these systems requirest' to be
incorporated in the existing models based on disorder on

In summary, the empirical correlation betweent andvp
for both conducting polymers and doped semiconductors
demonstrated in Fig. 3, is an important result of this work
shows that the unusual carrier dynamics, i.e., anomalo
low vp’s and longt ’s, in these conductors can be cons
tently explained in terms of a marginally metallic syste
with a low density of delocalized states. In polymers a
nanotubes, the competition between interchain charge tr
fer and localization onto 1D chains plays a role compara
to that of doping level. Extrapolating the empirical correl
tion suggests the possibility of further improvement of t
conductive properties of these materials, though bey
those of conventional metals seems doubtful.

Discussions with L. J. de Jongh are gratefully acknow
edged. This work was part of the research program of FO
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